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Taxpayers Thrown A Curve 
 
Of those acknowledged to be losers should Major League Baseball cease operations due 
to a strike, little has been said regarding the humble taxpayer.  But shouldn�t their 
interests also be considered? After all, in most major league towns, the taxpayer is the 
primary investor in the infrastructure�stadiums�that depend upon ongoing baseball 
activity to service debt and employ hundreds of citizens productively. 
 
We hear much talk about �owners� interests,� but here in Pittsburgh the majority owners 
of PNC Park are those individuals who labored long and hard to send tax dollars to 
Harrisburg.  About $212 million of the $260 million �invested� in PNC Park came from 
taxpayers in one form or another.  We are increasingly hearing of dissatisfaction with the 
results of such �investments� in terms of their failure to produce the jobs or economic 
growth promised during their conception.  And, lately, there has been some clamor to 
require ironclad �guarantees� from private sector entities receiving taxpayer funding or 
subsidy.  These guarantees would have stiff penalties in the event the corporate welfare 
recipients failed to live up to their initial promises, and include requirements that all 
subsidies be refunded should the enterprise leave or cease operating. 
 
We do emphatically support the idea that corporate welfare be massively reduced and 
that greater accountability be required of all those who receive taxpayer largesse, 
especially professional sports franchises. It is staggering to think of the hundreds of 
millions of dollars in taxpayer funds have gone to develop the sports complex on 
Pittsburgh�s North Shore.  But what is much more alarming is the fact that taxpayers have 
no ability to influence events such as strikes and work stoppages, nor do they stand any 
prospect of recovering their investment should the �businesses� located there fail. 
 
The Allegheny Regional Asset District (RAD) provides an annual subsidy of $13.4 
million to the Sports And Exhibition Authority�s Regional Destination Financing Plan.  
Those monies go to pay the $173 million in bonds for which RAD is obligated.  As we all 
know, the RAD monies come from the tax collected on retail sales in Allegheny County, 
retail sales that will undoubtedly suffer should professional baseball cease operations.  
And, as we have reported earlier, RAD is already running a deficit of at least $2.4 million 
in 2002--a deficit that will probably widen should there be a baseball strike.  
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Crucial to any discussion of a possible strike is the opportunity cost taxpayers incur as a 
result of investing in PNC Park.  The $212 million taxpayer investment represents and 
annual opportunity forgone amounting to some $20 million per year.  And, we must add 
to our list of losses the property tax revenue from the nearly 30 acres that were used to 
build the sports complex because the land is now owned by the Sports and Exhibition 
Authority and therefore tax exempt.  Those costs continue whether baseball is played or 
not. 
 
What will happen should baseball owners and players fail to reach agreement and cease 
operations?  Jobs will be lost or suspended, incomes and economic activity in Pittsburgh 
and the region will be interrupted, and people will suffer.  Ironically, once the strike is 
settled, and owners and players reach an agreement, fans, and ultimately taxpayers, will 
probably be forced to shoulder the costs of that agreement and the inevitably higher 
operating costs of the �sport.� 
 
Rather than choosing sides, and blaming either owners or players, fans and taxpayers 
alike ought to notify their elected representatives that they are fed up with providing the 
funds that fuel this nonsense.  Unfortunately, once on the hook of subsidizing an industry, 
the taxpayer can never get off the hook.   
 
Irresponsible behavior by the private sector, in this case professional baseball players and 
owners, has become the problem of taxpayers.  Before owners and players �strike� they 
ought to be asked to come before the public and explain how they intend to meet their 
obligations to their taxpayer �investors.�   We won�t be holding our breath.  
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